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Sizing 

 These measurements are 

approximated, and actual 

subjects may vary. 

 Gauge: 14 hdc, 13 rows = 4" 

 This pattern comes in the 

following sizes: 

 

Size Length Circumference 

0-3 months 5.5-6" 12-14" 

3-6 months 6-6.5" 14-16" 

6-12 months 6.5-7" 16-18" 

1-3 years 7-7.5" 18-20" 

3-10 years 7.5-8" 20-22" 

Teen/Adult 8-8.5" 22-24" 

 

Pattern Key 

 Ch: Chain  

 Sc: Single crochet 

 Hdc: Half double crochet 

 Sc3tog: Single crochet 3 

together 

 Slst(s): Slip stitch(es) 

 St(s): Stitch(es) 

 * *: Repeat instructions 

between symbols until indicated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Materials 

o Yarn: Worsted Weight Yarn in 3 colors (such as Red 

Heart With Love, Red Heart Soft, I Love This Yarn, 

Vanna's Choice, Heartland, etc) 

o Hook: I/9-5.50mm 

o Scissors 

o Measuring Tape 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Love the Cold! 

What better way to enjoy the 

cold weather than with a stylish 

beanie! With this hat working up 

very quickly, you can spend time 

making one for everyone you 

know! This is a great pattern to 

use up the scrap yarn when doing 

the contrast color rounds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

You are free to sell your work from this pattern but may not share, copy or 
reproduce this pattern, in part or in whole. Photographs are copyright 

protected and may not be used. When selling your work, include a link back to 
this pattern as well as the following, “Pattern by Crystalized Designs” 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!!! 
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Special Pattern Notes: Beginning chain does not count as a 

stitch. Always work the first stitch into joining stitch 

unless noted. Join to first stitch of each round unless 

noted. 

Stitch counts will remain the same as the beginning chain unless 

otherwise noted. When counts are listed, they will be listed 

in sequential order. 

Work all slip stitches loosely. You will need to work into them 

and it may become very difficult if they are too tight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pattern Instructions 

Magic circle using I hook and main color 

Round 1: Ch 1, 7 hdc in circle, pull to close and join (7 sts) 

Round 2: Ch 1, 2 hdc in each st around, join (14 sts) 

Round 3: Ch 1, hdc in same, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in next, 2 hdc 

in next* repeat around, join (21 sts) 
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Round 4: Ch 1, hdc in same and next, 2 hdc in next, *hdc next 2, 

2 hdc in next* repeat around, join (28 sts) 

Round 5: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 2, 2 hdc in next, *hdc next 

3, 2 hdc in next* repeat around, join (35 sts) 

Round 6: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 3, 2 hdc in next, *hdc next 

4, 2 hdc in next* repeat around, join (42 sts) 

Round 7: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 4, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in 

next 5, 2 hdc in next* repeat around, join (49 sts) 

Stop here for 0-3 months. Continue to Body of Hat below. 

Round 8: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 5, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in 

next 6, 2 hdc in next* repeat around, join (56 sts) 

Stop here for 3-6 months. Continue to Body of Hat below. 

Round 9: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 6, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in 

next 7, 2 hdc in next* repeat around, join (63 sts) 

Stop here for 6-12 months. Continue to Body of Hat below. 

Round 10: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 7, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in 

next 8, 2 hdc in next* repeat around, join (70 sts) 

Stop here for 1-3 years. Continue to Body of Hat below. 

Round 11: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 8, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in 

next 9, 2 hdc in next* repeat around, join (77 sts) 

Stop here for 3-10 years. Continue to Body of Hat below. 

Round 12: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 9, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in 

next 10, 2 hdc in next* repeat around, join (84 sts) 

Stop here for Teen/Adult. Continue to Body of Hat below. 

 

Body of Hat (Starting with Round 14, alternate among the three 

colors) 

For 3-6 months, 1-3 years, and Teen/Adult: work Round 13. All 

other sizes, continue to Round 14. 

Round 13: Ch 1, hdc2tog starting in same, hdc in remaining sts 

around, join - 55, 69, 83 
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Round 14: Ch 1, sc in same, sc3tog starting in same, *ch 1, 

sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st* repeat * around, 

join - 24, 27, 31, 34, 38, 41 sc3tog 

Round 15: Ch 1, turn, sc in same, sc3tog starting in same, *ch 

1, sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st* repeat * 

around, join - 24, 27, 31, 34, 38, 41 sc3tog 

Repeat Round 15 until piece measures {1" less for the Thinner 

Edging, 1.5" less for the Medium Edging, or 2" less for the 

Thick Edging} than measurement listed on page 2. Turn so 

working on right side of hat if not already. 

Round 16: Ch 1, hdc in same, hdc in each st and ch around, join 

- 49, 56, 63, 70, 77, 84 sts 

Do not finish off. You will now be working the edging in color 

of choice. 

 

Thick Edging 

Row 1: Ch 9, slst in 2nd ch from hook and next 7 chs - 8 slsts 

Row 2: Slst in next 2 sts on Round 16 of hat (last slst counts 

as ch 1), turn, skip 2 slsts just worked, slst in BLO next 5 

chs - 8 slsts 

Row 3: Ch 1, turn, slst in BLO of next 8 slsts - 8 slsts 

Repeat Row 2 and 3 around hat, ending on Row 2. There should be 

no unworked stitches from Round 16. Turn hat wrong side out. 

Match up last row and first row of edging. Ch 1. Slst working 

through beginning chain of Row 1 and back loop of slsts on 

last row worked. Finish off and weave in ends. Turn hat right 

side out.  

 

Medium Edging 

Row 1: Ch 6, slst in 2nd ch from hook and next 4 chs - 5 slsts 

Row 2: Slst in next 2 sts on Round 16 of hat (last slst counts 

as ch 1), turn, skip 2 slsts just worked, slst in BLO next 5 

chs - 5 slsts 
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Row 3: Ch 1, turn, slst in BLO of next 5 slsts - 5 slsts 

Repeat Row 2 and 3 around hat, ending on Row 2. There should be 

no unworked stitches from Round 16. Turn hat wrong side out. 

Match up last row and first row of edging. Ch 1. Slst working 

through beginning chain of Row 1 and back loop of slsts on 

last row worked. Finish off and weave in ends. Turn hat right 

side out.  

 

Thinner Edging 

Row 1: Ch 4, slst in 2nd ch from hook and next 2 chs - 3 slsts 

Row 2: Slst in next 2 sts on Round 16 of hat (last slst counts 

as ch 1), turn, skip 2 slsts just worked, slst in BLO next 3 

chs - 3 slsts 

Row 3: Ch 1, turn, slst in BLO of next 3 slsts - 3 slsts 

Repeat Row 2 and 3 around hat, ending on Row 2. There should be 

no unworked stitches from Round 16. Turn hat wrong side out. 

Match up last row and first row of edging. Ch 1. Slst working 

through beginning chain of Row 1 and back loop of slsts on 

last row worked. Finish off and weave in ends. Turn hat right 

side out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


